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HALACHA V’HALICHA… By Rav Chaim Schabes 
There are two pesukim in the Torah that speak about a similar idea. One says that you must pay a worker on “that day” and the sun should not 
set without paying him, and the second one says that you may not keep his pay over night. Therefore, the Gemarah learns, that for a person that 
works during the day you have the entire night, until amud hashachar (72 min. bef. sunrise), to pay him.  If he is a night worker, you must pay 
him before sunset; otherwise, one will have transgressed a mitzvah from the Torah. All this is speaking about someone who works the entire day 
or night, but if the work is over before the end of the day (e.g., 5 PM during the summer), then the obligation is to pay him before sunset. The 
same is true on Friday, on which the worker must be paid before Shabbos. This obligation applies even if someone hired a worker to do a small 
job, even if it only took a few minutes, and even if he promised a child a candy for doing him a favor.  The Chofetz Chaim writes (Ahavas 
Chessed 1:9:n16) that many people are not aware of this; when a child is hired there is actually an added stringency, since a child does not have 
the capacity to forego (be mochel) his wages as an adult does. A worker that has a weekly, monthly or yearly contract, if the term ends during 
the day, then he must be paid before sunset, and if it ends during the night time, then he must get paid before daybreak. All this halachos also 
apply to the rental of animals and of utensils, and the Vilna Gaon and the Sha'ar Hamishpat hold that it applies to the payment of real estate 
rentals also. The employer does not transgress this mitzvah unless he has money that he can give the worker.  The same is true if he has the 
money in the hands of someone else, or if someone owes him money - it is also considered that he has money.  From the Rishonim it would 
seem that even if he only has food that could be sold, it is also considered as if he has the money. The Chofetz Chaim writes that if he can get a  
loan to be able to pay his workers, it is the proper thing to do. If one hired two workers and he only has enough to be able to pay one of them, he 
should give half to each, if both their needs are equal, and once he doesn't have any funds left, he will no longer be in violation. After a worker 
finishes his job, the employer is not allowed to spend his money to buy merchandise, and the most proper thing is to also be careful even before  
the job is completed to ensure that there will be money available to pay his workers, rather than investing it in his business or purchasing more  
merchandise. He must pay in full everything that he owes, not holding back any part of the salary, and so too, if he only has enough to pay part, 
he must give it to his worker in order not to transgress this mitzvah. If an employer only has enough money to either pay his worker or to buy 
food for Shabbos, he must give preference to paying his worker, because by doing so he will fulfill two mitzvos from the Torah, as opposed to 
the single  mitzvah of   (Bi’ur Halacha 242:1).  If  the worker did not  demand payment,  there are those who hold that  there is no 
obligation, while others are of the opinion that even though there is no transgression in not paying, there is nevertheless an obligation to pay 
(Ahavas Chessed 1:9:11). If at the time the worker was hired, he was aware that the employer only pays at given dates, or only after sitting 
down and making an accounting with his workers, the employer does not transgress if he doesn't pay on the day the work was completed, 
because it is as if it was agreed between them that those are the terms of the payment.
 

THOUGHTS ON THE HAFTARA … By Rabbi Yaakov Shapiro
It should be abundantly obvious by now that the core message of ‘comfort’ that Yeshayahu brings to us centers on the promise of the future 
geulah. We’ve read the past weeks of the many great things that await us when Mashiach will come, but we’ve yet to see any reference to when 
that will be. In this week’s haftara (Yeshayahu 60:1-22) we find 2 clues. In the last pasuk of the haftara the navi says , i.e. “I 
am Hashem, in its time I will hasten it”. The last 2 words are seemingly contradictory; if the geulah is to come in its proper time, how can it be 
hastened? Rashi, based on the Gemara (Sanhedrin 98b), explains: if we merit it, Hashem will bring the geulah immediately, if not, we will have 
to wait until the appointed time. The Iyun Yaakov says that it is for this reason that the  is hidden from us, for if the precise moment of the 
geulah were to be known, as the time approached people would no longer feel the need to do teshuva! After all, why bother? It will soon come 
on its own anyway! Therefore the time is hidden from us to ensure we do all we can to hasten the coming of that great moment. The second clue  
can be found in the prior  pasuk where the navi says . The Gemara uses this  pasuk to explain that Mashiach will come in a 
generation that is either completely good or completely bad. Since the Gemara doesn’t qualify its statement, it would seem that a completely 
bad generation will not only bring Mashiach, but even hasten his arrival! Doesn’t that contradict the prior statement of the Gemara? The 
Maharsha explains: There is but one merit that can cause the arrival of the Mashiach: our nation as a whole doing teshuva. This can come about 
in one of 2 ways: we either come to the realization on our own that our sins have caused our exile - and we repent; or, our sins can become so  
universal that Hashem is forced to bring upon us terrible punishments and subjugation, and our pain and suffering will bring us to do teshuva. 
Therefore, it is only the merit of our complete teshuva that can truly ‘hasten’ the coming of the Mashiach.


“A GIGANTIC LITTLE SECRET” … By Rabbi Yosef  Schwab
This week’s paresha begins with the mitzvah of bikkurim.  This section, constituting the first 11 pesukim of the paresha, contains all the letters 
of the aleph-bais, except the letter .  This alludes to the fact that the minimum proportion that must be brought as bikkurim is 1/60 ( = 60 in 
gematria).  Similarly, the Torah uses the word  for “basket”, rather than , as  in gematria also equals 60. 


LESSONS FROM OUR GEDOLIM:  A preacher once came to Tiktin, where he delivered a sharp sermon condemning sin and urging the 
people to repent.  After the drasha, the Rav, R' Meir, approached the speaker in tears: "Why did you shame me in public?  You could have 
admonished me in private, and not in front of my people!"  "” Rebbi, I didn't have you in mind at all!" exclaimed the preacher.  Still 
sobbing, R' Meir said, "But the others are all !  Who else is the sinner, if not I?"
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LABOR DAY Monday, Shacharis 7:45
SHACHARIS Sun 7:45, Mon-Fri 7:00; MAARIV Mon-Th 9:30; MINCHA/MAARIV Sun-Th 7:08, next Fri 7:05 (candles 7:02)

KNESSES KNEWS
MAZEL TOV! to Mr. and Mrs. Yoel and Leah Lichstein on the birth of a son, and on the Bar Mitzvah of Chaim
MAZEL TOV! to Mr. and Mrs. Avrumie Goldwasser on the birth of a grandson, to their son Shlomo
KIDDUSH after davening given by the Koenigsbergs in honor of their daughter Leah's first birthday (and also in honor of their other daughters)

KOMMUNITY KORNER
MIKVAH OF NEW HEMPSTEAD, 109 Brick Church, is open on Shabbos/Yom Tov, please call 669-0861
SHABBOS MINCHA at Tefilla L’Moshe, 1:30PM (also Sunday), MAARIV daily 40 min. after shkiya; SUN SHACHARIS 7:30 & 8:30
DAILY SHACHARIS at Kehillat New Hempstead 6:00; at Zichron Yehuda (2 Kakiat Ln) 6:40AM
SUNDAY MINCHA 1:45PM at Zichron Yehuda MAARIV daily at 9:15PM
TEHILLIM FOR LADIES 8:30PM Tuesday at Willner (19 Bedford Ct)
TORAH TAPE LIBRARY – popular English speakers.  Call 426-3790x143 or e-mail to wieders@cch.com for catalog.
TO BE INCLUDED on our email distribution list and receive shul/community related news send an email to knesses_yisrael@yahoo.com
FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS and any other inclusions to this publication please contact Moshe Orlian at: 364-0572, or morlian@verizon.net

KONTINUING KLASSES (aka ONGOING SHIURIM)
Daf Yomi: 1 hour before Shacharis (R’ Adler)/ 9:45PM (R’ Becher) at Knesses Yisrael; 6:00AM at Zichron Yehuda (Chaburah)
Maseches Kiddushin (by R’ Apter) daily 1 hour before Shacharis; Ahavas Chesed (by Rabbi Schabes) Tues. 9:10PM, at Knesses Yisrael
Minchas Chinuch Sun. 8:30PM; Nefesh Hachayim Thurs. 8:45PM; by R’ Bronspiegel at Zichron Yehuda; 
Maseches Bava Metzia, Shabbos afternoon 1 hour before Mincha, by R’ Yehoshua Kohl at Kehillat New Hempstead
Ladies Shiur: Shabbos 5PM, by Mrs. Tammy Eckstein, at Lourie, 5 Karen Dr.
  
MECHOCHMAS HAS’FORNO… By Rabbi Shmuel Burstein 
In discussing the mitzvah of bikkurim and the “short speech” given by Jews at the ceremony in Yerushalayim, S’forno introduces a subtle yet 
meaningful lesson in acquiring humility. When a Jew brings bikkurim to the Bais HaMikdash (or the Mishkan) he must face the kohen, hand him 
the bikkurim, and make his declaration: the familiar ‘’. Rav Kupperman reminds us that this is the only such example by any of the 
mat’nos teruma where a Jew must “read” something at the time of the matana (gift). In fact, it is an additional mitzvah, counted as one of the 613 
mitzvos, aside from bringing the fruit themselves. S’forno deftly picks up on the language of this declaration. He tells us the following: “Even 
though [if] the kohen is not great in chochmah you should address him with respect by saying the words  (26:3), even though language 
of this sort () is reserved for outstanding people such as kings and prophets (it is appropriate to use them when speaking to the kohen).  
By your bringing him the bikkurim it is as if you are bringing a ‘present to God’, for He is the owner of the land. It is therefore befitting that you 
should speak to the kohen in a manner of respect.”  The lessons are  many. To start,  a  Jew who approaches the Makom HaMikdash must 
remember Who is doing what for whom. Everything I own is really His, a bestowal of favor from Hashem. But there is more. The kohen may be 
a very ordinary Jew, the kind of Jew I would never think of inviting to my Shabbos table. He may not be able to tell over a d’var Torah fitting to  
share with others. But, as a kohen, he does me the favor of receiving my gift to the Almighty. I must not see the kohen as the lucky one who 
receives my gift, from my wealth. Rather, I am the lucky one, the person who can now actually give something to Hashem (!) only because this 
humble kohen is there. Rav Kupperman adds that S’forno was keenly aware that any expression of undue kavod is forbidden as a form of flattery, 
called  chanifa. Why then can the Jew address the kohen in language (“your Lord”) we find only by kings and prophets? The answer to this 
question provides an additional point. There is a message of humility here for the kohen as well. He must not lord himself over the genuinely 
sincere Jew who brings what little (or much) he has. The kohen must see himself as Hashem’s representative. He is nothing more than the vehicle 
through which I, and others, can approach Hashem with a gift. According to S’forno, therefore, bikkurim is not really a gift for the kohen at all, 
but rather for Hashem. Getting back to the original point, which is S’forno’s intention: mikrah bikkurim is just one more instance that the Torah 
provides for me to remember that our presence in Eretz Yisrael in due only to Hashem. The Torah recognizes our need to remember that the gift 
of Eretz Yisrael is just that, a gift we humbly received. It is not something “coming to us.”
  
ON LANGUAGE… By R’ Moshe Orlian
One of the potential punishments mentioned in the  is  (Devarim 28:30). The word is from the root , which 
can have several distinct meanings. In our passuk, the underlying meaning is “to profane”, or remove from a status of . Since for the first 
three years the fruit is ,  refers to one’s ability to eat it in the fourth year. The noun  stems from this meaning as well. A second 
meaning is “to kill”, hence the noun , meaning “corpse”. A third meaning connotes “piercing” or “hollowing”, giving rise to the nouns , 
“space”,  and  ,  “flute”,  a  hollowed-out  instrument.  Thus,  as  a  verb,   also  means  to  play the  chalil.  Fourthly,  according  to  some 
explanations,  can also mean “to begin”, as in the literal interpretation of the passuk regarding Enosh,  (Beraishis 4:26). 
The common theme of these diverse meanings? All involve some sort of change in status.
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